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MEMORANDUM) September 25, 1942 

No 55-6) . OPERATIONS 

FORMATION FLYING PROCEEDURE 

1. Pursuant to 3rd Bomber Command requirement of Formation 

Flying under the C.C,R.T.G., program it is necessary that a standard- 

ization of formation signals be adopted for use by all Squadrons of this 

Group. The signals prescribed, in accordance with Asr Regulation 60-15 

and augmented by Group requirements, will be used by Squadrons of this 

Group. s : : 

2. To save confusion, signals will be kept to a minimum, and 

visual signals will be used due to wartime employment of airplanes dem- 

anding radio silence. However, on training flights all airplanes will 

stand by on Group Frequency and check in with the Flight Leader before 

take-off so he can call them in case of emergency. Any foolish conversat- 

ion will not be tolerated. Suggest Flight Leaders tune their Hadio Com- 

pass to receive the tower and transmit take-off and landing clearances 

for the flight on Command, having the co-pilot stand by on command (group 

frequency). 

3° VISUAL SIGNALS .FOR FORMATION FLYING. 

| a. Flutter Ailerons: Attention; This signal will be used 

on the ground or in the air to attract attention of all pilots in the 

formation. Pilots should stand by for radio messege or further signal, 

When on ground and in proper position te take off, this signal will 

nermally iean "Ready to take off." 

b. Fishtail or Yaw by Rudder Control during flight: 

Open-up Fermation; Where applicable, this may be used to order a 

seareh formation. 

.. .... @. Series .6f small dives and/or zooms: Prepare to land; 

This signal is an order to each pilot in the formation to take nec- 

essary Steps preparatory to landing. ' 

de Dip right.(left) wing; (1) From any formtion other 

than echelon go into echelon of flights to the right (left) (2) Being 

in an echelon of flights to the right (left), go into echelon of 

individual airplanes to the same side. (3) Being in an echelon of 

individual airplanes, if wing is dipped on the side to which airplanes 

are echeloned, f@rm echelon of flights to the same side, (4) Being in 

an echelon of flights or individual airplanes, if wing is dipped on 

the side away from the echelonment, form same echelon to the opposite side. 
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f Diagram for mh War element (3 ship) take-off. 

po orsed TE Se hic isan tN 

For single element “Standard half needle 

- (3 ship) formation take- Width 15~ turn. 4 

off a 30 second interval \ 

between’ each ship will / 

be used, suggest pilots Lanse eae cee \ 

slowly start their roll | ae etre \ 

before precceding ship Se x .90 sec. Nol 

has left the YUNWAay s een i \ turns & thr-. 

No 1 turns at 90 seconds, “No. 2 crosses under iat ottles back. 

No 2 continues on 15 A No. 1. At no time will 

secs to 75 and turns, ' one Airplane cross-over \ 

No 3 continues 15 after i he eae fed eM Ste \ | 

no 2 has turned and 4 cs De 

turns at 60 seconds. / | 

For Flights: of two [ 

or more elements, the we he 

Flight leader will fly (2) d (3) 

out 90 seconds for each (1 

element plus 15 seconds 

extra for each element after 

his owm. In other words, two 

elements would recuire 195 seconds and 

three elements would require 315. Each 

ship will turn 15 seconds after the preceeding 

ship except element leaders who will wait 30 

seconds to turn after the No 3 man of the prec- 

eeding element. 
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LANDING PROCEEDURE ILLUSTRATION 2 FLICHTS OF 2 ELEMENT 

AND 3 SIPS PER ELEMENT: 

rap) PER FLIGHT 

The lst element of the lst flight turns at point B, at point D 

go into R echelon; at .(a) number 1 (leader) turns on base leg, number 2 

continues 15 seconds and turns av (b), number 3 continues 15 seconds after 

no. 2 turns end likewise turns on his base leg. This will space each Air- 

plane at a 30 second landing interval. Leader turns on base leg 50-secs 

past the runway. ; 

The 2nd element continues to C after lst element turns of at B, this 

will be a 60 second interval on each side, total of 120 seconds spacing 

which will allow 2nd element leader ample leeway to adjust his spacing 

behind number 3 of lst element, 

The 2nd Flight will make a 360° half needle width 15° turn at 

point A, which will require 4 minutes and then follow same proceedure 

as lst Flight in landing. The lst Flight at 30 seconds per ship will 

require’ 3 minutes for landing, leaving the 2nd Flight 1 extra minute 

out of their 4 minute spacing for the leader to adjust himself 30 sec- 
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NORMAL FORMATION for two or more Elements will .be ECHELON | 
DOWN. Position of 2nd element leacer is directly in line with leader of 
lst with nose of ship even to the tails of Nos 2 & 3 lst element, and down. 

Sisnals for Flights will be the same as described on pages 1 & 2. 
All Pilots will watch their Element leader who will watch the Flight 
leader for signals. 

If an Element is attacked from the right, upon proper signal pre- 
arranged with Leader, No 2 drops down and No 3’ goes up, this staggers 
the airplanes so full effectivness of their fire power can be attained. 
If attack is from the left, No 2 goes up and No 3 down. This same pro- 
ceedure is used in Flights with elements staggering ample distance apart 
to allow their individual planes to stagger. 





OPERATIONAL HINTS FOR THE B»25 AIRPLANE | 

Handling the airplane 

"i When the airplane is in motion it must be particularly borne in mind by 

all pilots that any turning movement once started cannot be immediately stopped, 

whether in the air or on the ground. Therefore all pilots should give particular 

consideration to the amount of controls applied to the airplane in any maneuver, | 
from the point of view of possibly overcontrolling, since once a turning movement 
is developed, it will require positive action to stop it, 

To avoid excessive use of brakes and engines when operating upon the ground, , 

all turns should be started very gradually with the rudder, and power should be . 

. specifically reduces well in advance of the time that it is contemplated stopping 

the airplane. 

| It is particularly important that when an airplane is at rest and power 

is applied, no effort should be made immediately to head the airplane in any 
given direction, The airplane should be allowed to move in the direction of 
the heading of the nose-wheel, and then controls should gradually be applied 

to head in the desired direction. 

Airplanes should never be pivoted on one wheel. 

The faster the change in attitude of the airplane, the higher the stalling : 

it speed. 

Landing and take-off speed is determined by the loading and not by any 

arbitrary figure. 

Brakes should not be applied until airplane is very definitely clear of | 

the ground. 
‘ 

Feet should not be on brake pedals on take-off and landing (until needed), 

Do not apply brakes until nose has setteled to normal position on landing, 

Do not ‘allow nose=whee? to strike the ground abruptly after landing. 
Hoid it off and allow nose~whecel to settle gradually. 

! Ease the weight off nose-~wheel on take-off, This does not mean to hold 

the nose high, and pull off, 

Do not use controls viclently. You crew may be injured if caught off 

: balance or unprepared, 

Do not-fiy in rough air at low altitudes when it is unnecessary. Choose 

a higher altitude that say be smoother, if conditions permit. 

Engines and pzopeliers 

If an engine catches fire upon starting, it can be put out in a good 

many cases by increasing the throttle. 

a. 3 ; ‘ i 
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